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Song: No Other One
Artist: Rachael Lampa
Album: Rachael Lampa 2004
Submitted by Martin Pollock
* Chords have small changes to fingering SEE BOTTOM FOR CHORDS
This is how I think it goes, had to play it at my pal s wedding.

Capo on 3

INTRO
Em*	 C*	 G*

VERSE 1
	   Em*		   C*		   G*
Sing to me beauty let your voice lead the way
	   Em		   C*		        G*
And in your words I ll find the things I could not say
	      Em				     Bm*
Oh how I ve longed to write a love song just for you
		 C		 G		 Asus4	 A
But on my own I ve found it s just another thing I couldn t do

(Same as Above)
Whisper the reason when the sun just hides away 

How do the seasons know exactly when to change 

Who on earth could find a language or a line 
							 Asus4  A
Or count the ways to best describe the beauty found in your design? 

CHORUS 
A			 D		 G
No other One - There is just no other like you 
	 E  A		 D		 G
No other One - There is no one else but you 
G/F#	 Em				 C
It s in the way you will the wind to calm the ocean 
	 F#       Bb     Bm
That s who you are to me 
Em		  A		IntroChords
There could never be, another one 

VERSE 2 



So amazing kind of crazy but it s true 
					 B
That my affection is obsession when it comes to you 
	 C				 Bm
And let me say as I am falling on my face 
			 C		 G		 Asus4  A
That I am lacking better words but I just write them anyway 

CHORUS 
	 A		 D		 G
No other One - There is just no other like you 
     E	 A		 D		 G
No other One - Lord there is no one else but you 
G/F#	 Em				 C
It s in the way you will the wind to calm the ocean 
	 F#	 Bb    Bm	 Em	 A
That s who you are to me; it s all I ll ever need 
F#	 Bb    Bm	 Em	     A		 Fm
It s so clear to me, there could never be, another one

CRAZY ROCK BIT haha
Fm	 	 Db		 Ab		 Eb
Fm	 	 Db		Csus7		 C
Fm		 Cm
Db  (Db C Bbm)	  Bbm    Bbm7/A     F#   Fm 	 Eb

Key Change (Capo up to 4)

CHORDS (Relative to Capo)
Em* = 	( Em9) 	= 022002
C* = 	 Cadd9 	= 032033
G* = 	 A#maj7 = 324000
	 Asus4 	= X02230

Official Site is : http://www.rachaellampa.com/


